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Abstract: In this study, a global-ocean-data-assimilation system based on the three-dimensional
variational (3DVAR) scheme is built for operational oceanography. The available observations
include satellite altimetry; the satellite-measured sea-surface temperature (SST); and T/S profiles
from Argo floats, which are assimilated to provide the initial condition of the global-ocean forecasting.
The statistical analysis methods are designed to assess the performance of the data-assimilation
scheme, and the results show that the analysis SST fields agree well with OSTIA and MGDSST,
and the corresponding root-mean-square errors are, respectively, 0.523 and 0.548 ◦C. Moreover, the
analysis sea-surface-height fields are well represented at the middle and low latitudes and have a
slightly greater difference in the regions with strong mesoscale eddies. The variations in the vertical
distribution of the forecasting temperature profiles resemble those of the GTS buoy observation. The
forecasting salinity profiles correspond well to GTS observations, except with a weaker cold bias
between the depths 100 and 200 m (about 0.2 PSU) at buoy station 2901494. Overall, our 3DVAR
assimilation system plays a significant role in improving the accuracy of analysis and forecasting
fields for operational oceanography.

Keywords: data assimilation; 3DVAR; operational oceanography; ocean forecasting; satellite remote;
statistical analysis

1. Introduction

The marine-surface environment, which accounts for approximately 71% of the Earth’s
surface, is significant for air–sea interactions. Due to the high specific heat capacity of
ocean water, the global ocean plays a major role in global climate change, especially in
extreme weather and climate events, which have wide impacts on people’s lives and the
social economy [1]. Global-ocean numerical forecasting and climate-change projections can
provide important guidance for our administrative management.

The marine economy has gradually grown since the beginning of the twenty-first
century, and this has played an indispensable role in economic development. With the rapid
development of the marine economy, we must attach great importance to global-ocean
forecasting and support for major events, such as the exploitation and utilization of deep-
ocean resources, global shipping services, marine fisheries, the construction of submarine
oil pipelines and search and rescue. To ensure the marine safety of transport channels,
it is necessary to provide marine-environment forecasting from near-shore and coastal
areas to the global oceans. For this reason, building a global-ocean-circulation numerical
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forecasting system is of great significance for promoting the sustainable development of
the marine economy.

Ocean-data assimilation can effectively combine multisource observation information
with ocean numerical simulation and provide the optimal estimation of the ocean state
at a given time. As the initial condition for ocean forecasting, ocean-data assimilation is
an important guarantee for improving the ability of marine-environmental forecasting by
reducing the uncertainty of the initial values [2].

Global-ocean-circulation numerical forecasting systems have been built by many coun-
tries throughout the world. For example, the US Navy’s operational numerical forecasting
system for global oceans was developed with the Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HY-
COM) and the Navy-Coupled Ocean-Data Assimilation (NCODA) [3–5]. The Forecast
Ocean-Assimilation Model (FOAM) [6], which comprises the Nucleus for European Model-
ing of the Ocean (NEMO) and Louvain-la-Neuve sea-ice model (LIM), is an operational
global-ocean forecasting system created by the UK Met Office, who also developed the
3DVAR method NEMOVAR to replace the analysis-correction scheme [7–11]. Mercator
Ocean also designed the second-generation Mercator Assimilation Suite (SAM2) [12,13],
based on the Singular Extended Evolutive Kalman (SEEK) filtering-analysis method [14,15],
to provide the initial conditions for global-ocean forecasting [16–18]. China’s National
Marine Environmental Forecasting Center (NMEFC) built the Chinese Global Operational
Oceanography Forecasting System, which includes the global-ocean circulation numerical
forecasting subsystem based on the Modular Ocean Model (MOM.v4) [19], NMEFC-MOM4;
the global-sea-surface-wind numerical forecasting subsystem, NMEFC-WIND; the global-
wave numerical forecasting subsystem based on WAVEWATCH III (v3.14) [20], NMEFC-
NWW3; and the global-tide-and-tidal-current numerical forecasting subsystem by using
the Finite-Volume Coastal Ocean Model (FVCOM) [21], NMEFC-FVCOM. NMEFC-WIND
is composed of five different segments: a data-download module, Grid-point Statistical
Interpolation (GSI) [22,23] module for data assimilation, Global Spectral Model (GSM) [24]
module for forecasting, postprocessing module and product-evaluation module. The hori-
zontal resolution of NMEFC-WIND is T382 (about 34 km). The data-assimilation module
(GSI) is run four times per day at 18:00, 00:00, 06:00 and 12:00. Next, the forecasting module
(GSM) is started once a day at 12:00, with the initial conditions provided by the GSI and
provides 168 h sea-surface-wind forecasting. The horizontal resolution of NMEFC-FVCOM
is 0.06~2.0◦ with 40 vertical levels. The topography is obtained from the Digital Bathymetric
Data Base 5 (DBDB5) and 2 min gridded global relief data (ETOPO2). The nudging scheme
is adopted by assimilating the Integrated Geophysical Data Record (MGDR) and Geo-
physical Data Record (GDR) from the French Space Agency CNES with the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL), California Institute of Technology (Caltech or CIT). NMEFC-FVCOM is
run once a day to provide tidal-current and water-level forecasting. NMEFC-MOM4 uses
the 3DVAR method to assimilate the remote-sensing-measured sea-surface temperature,
Merged Sea-Level Anomaly (MSLA) from AVISO and salinity and temperature profiles
obtained from Argo floats. NMEFC-MOM4 can operationally provide full-range real-time
ocean-environmental-forecasting services for marine-disaster prevention and reduction,
marine search and rescue and oil spills, maintaining marine rights and interests, safe sailing
and responding to major emergency events.

In this paper, we give a detailed introduction to this global-ocean data-assimilation
system for operational oceanography and examine the performance of NMEFC-MOM4. To
do so, we evaluate different aspects of the ocean fields of NMEFC-MOM4 by comparing
them with the corresponding observation datasets. The remainder of this study is organized
as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief description of the ocean model and its assimilation
scheme, along with the datasets employed in this paper. Section 3 presents the main results
of the performance evaluation of the NMEFC-MOM4 forecasting system. Finally, Section 4
provides the study’s summary and conclusions.
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2. Assimilation Scheme and Datasets
2.1. Ocean Model

The global-ocean forecasting system is built with MOM4. The model uses the explicit
free-surface method to determine the vertical coordinate and B-grid to define the horizontal
arrangement of the model fields. The model uses a global tripolar grid to avoid the sin-
gularity of the spherical coordinate at the geographical North Pole. The global horizontal
resolution in the meridional and zonal direction is 1/4◦ × 1/4◦. There are 50 vertical
levels with about a 10 m resolution in the top-surface layers. The model’s topography
is OCCAM 2 arc minute. We employ the non-Boussinesq approach [25] rather than the
traditional volume-conserving approach. Hence, the model’s sea level can be simulated
more accurately under the mass-conserving framework. For the physical parameterization
schemes, the model uses the overflow algorithm of Campin and Goosse [26], McWilliams
skew diffusivity [27], neutral tracer diffusion of Griffies et al. [28] and K-profile parameteri-
zation (KPP) [29] for vertical mixing simulation in the upper ocean. More details of MOM4
can be found in a technical guide at the NOAA’s Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
(GFDL) [19].

2.2. Assimilation Scheme

The global-ocean forecasting system is a 3DVAR-employed assimilation scheme, and
the control variables of 3DVAR’s cost function are the salinity and temperature fields.
The available assimilation observations include satellite altimetry, the satellite remote-
sensing-measured SST and temperature–salinity profiles from Argo floats. For cases that
are relevant to NMEFC-MOM4, the entire process of the 3DVAR assimilation scheme can be
split into two steps. First, we can estimate the vertical temperature and salinity distribution
by selecting the optimal solution of the following 3DVAR’s cost function:

J = Jb + Jo

Jb = (t − tb)
TB−1

t1 (t − tb) + (s − sb)
TB−1

s1 (s − sb)

Jo = (h(t, s) + hc(ts, s(tb))− hm − ho)
TR−1

1 (h(t, s) + hc(ts, s(tb))− hm − ho)

(1)

where t and s are the analysis temperature and salinity control vectors, respectively; tb and
sb denote the background information of the model simulation; Bt1 and Bs1 are the vertical
background-error covariance matrices; R1 is the error covariance matrix for observation;
ho is the sea-surface-height anomaly of the altimeter data; and hm is the average sea-
surface height of the model simulation. hc(t, s) = −

∫ zm
0

ρ(t,s,p)−ρr(p)
ρr(p)

dz is calculated by
projecting observations of the SST downward. Here, ρ(t, s, p) is the seawater density;
ρr(p) = ρ(0, 35, p) is the reference ocean density and zm = 1000 m is the reference constant
depth. In this way, the SST and SSH can be assimilated simultaneously as one control
variable, avoiding the definition of their respective observations’ error covariance matrices.

Next, the cost function at every model horizontal level can be defined by using
the pseudo-observation vectors, which are the temperature and salinity obtained in the
first step:

J = Jb + Jo

Jb = (t − tb)
TB−1

t2 (t − tb) + (s − sb)
TB−1

s2 (s − sb)

Jo = (Ht − to)
TR−1

t (Ht − to) + (Hs − so)
TR−1

s (Hs − so)

(2)

where Bt2 and Bs2 are the horizontal backgrounds of the temperature and salinity fields,
respectively; Rt and Rs are the observation error covariance matrices; subscripts t and
s represent the temperature and salinity fields, respectively; and H is the observational
operator. We assume that the measurement errors are uncorrected so that the observation
error covariance matrices are diagonal. The temperature and salinity observations’ error
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covariances are set to 0.1 and 0.05, respectively. The background-error covariance matrices
are defined in the form of a Gaussian function:

B = Aexp

(
−∆x2

L2
x

− ∆y2

L2
y

)
(3)

The different correlation scales are given in the meridional and latitudinal directions.
Here, we empirically set Lx = 450 km, Ly = 650 km for the temperature and Lx = 420 km,
Ly = 510 km for the salinity; ∆x and ∆y are the east–west and south–north distances
for any two grid points; and A is the background-error variance, which is set to 2.0 for
temperature and 0.15 for salinity. For a detailed description and additional information on
the assimilation scheme, please refer to the associated published articles [30,31].

This global-ocean forecasting system was put into operational forecasting at the Na-
tional Marine Environmental Forecasting Center in March 2013 and has since been run daily
with the Global Forecasting System (GFS) atmospheric forcing fields from the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). The NMEFC-MOM4 can provide a wide va-
riety of forecasting products including sea temperature, salinity, current, ocean mixed-layer
depth and sea-surface height (Figure 1). All the operational global-ocean-forecasting prod-
ucts are made available online through the NMEFC home page (https://www.nmefc.cn/).
For special requirements, we can also customize products according to user needs. The
corresponding products can be released by television, radio and other common platforms
that users follow.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the global-ocean-circulation operational numerical forecasting system
(NMEFC-MOM4).

2.3. Datasets

For the assimilation observations in NMEFC-MOM4, satellite remote sensing of the
real-time, global, sea-surface temperature (RTG SST) was downloaded from ftp://ftpprd.
ncep.noaa.gov (accessed on 1 March 2013). The sea-surface altimeter datasets were sourced
from the Archiving, Validation and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic (AVISO) data
of the French Space Agency (CNES). The satellite observations with depths shallower
than 200 m are masked and then thinned to regular coarse-grid subsets in the assimila-
tion. It should be noted that the objective analysis products of satellite remote sensing
are not perfect. They are pragmatic references with some limitations in the ocean-data
assimilation [32], especially in the operational forecasting systems [33–35]. The temperature–
salinity profiles from Argo floats can be obtained from the network through the FTP site
ftp://ftp.ifremer.fr/ifremer/argo (accessed on 27 February 2013). These Argo profile obser-
vations themselves contain different quality-control-flag (1–9) information. The flag = 1
indicates that the profiles contain good data, which pass all real-time quality-control auto-
matic tests. The missing values are flagged with code 9. There is also an important value,
DATA_MODE, in the profile descriptions. If DATA_MODE is ‘R’, there are no adjusted data.
If DATA_MODE is ‘D’ or ‘A’, there are adjusted data. Therefore, we firstly choose good
data with a quality flag = 1 for the temperature, salinity and pressure. Secondly, we replace

https://www.nmefc.cn/
ftp://ftpprd.ncep.noaa.gov
ftp://ftpprd.ncep.noaa.gov
ftp://ftp.ifremer.fr/ifremer/argo
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these three variables with the corresponding adjusted values only if the DATA_MODE is
‘D’ or ‘A’. Additionally, an additional quality control measure is employed to arrange the
profiles from lower to higher values of the pressure at the vertical level.

For the verification of NMEFC-MOM4, we used the Operational Sea-Surface Tempera-
ture and Ice Analysis (OSTIA) from https://marine.copernicus.eu/ (accessed on 2 August
2013) and the Merged satellite and Global Daily SST (MGDSST) in situ data from the Japan
Meteorological Agency (JMA). The OSTIA, which has a special resolution of 1/20◦, was
formed by combining EnviSat/AATSR, Aqua/AMSR-E, NOAA/AVHRR, DMSP/SSMI/I,
MSG1/SEVIRI, TRMM/TMI and the in situ temperature and salinity [36]. The MGDSST is
available at a 1/4◦ × 1/4◦ resolution and is daily averaged by merging the remote satellite
of AMSR-E and NOAA/AVHRR and the in situ observations with three-dimensional opti-
mum interpolation (OI) methods [37]. The Global Telecommunication System (GTS) buoy
data were also used for a point-by-point evaluation of the temperature and salinity profiles.

2.4. Evaluation Method

To quantitatively evaluate the performance of NMEFC-MOM4, we use statistics to
better describe the accuracy by comparing with the observations, including the model bias
and root-mean-square error (RMSE). At the same time, we use the standard deviation (STD)
to estimate the measure of the variability of the ocean-forecasting and analysis fields. These
formulas are as follows:

Bias(x, y) =
1
T

T

∑
t=1

(M(x, y, t)− O(x, y, t)) (4)

RMSE(x, y) =

√√√√ 1
T

T

∑
t=1

(M(x, y, t)− O(x, y, t))2 (5)

STD(x, y) =

√√√√ 1
T

T

∑
t=1

(M(x, y, t)− M(x, y))2 (6)

where x, y, t are the longitude, latitude and time dimension, respectively; M(x, y, t) O(x, y, t)
is the numerical simulation or forecasting and observations at (x, y, t), respectively; T
represents the total number of elements along the time-of-day dimension; and M(x, y)
denotes the mean value for the elements along the dimension of the time of day.

3. Results

Evaluation is important and necessary for ocean-data-assimilation and forecasting
systems. We evaluate and validate forecasting products with many kinds of observations
by focusing on their statistical and physical properties. Since the NMEFC-MOM4 Global
Forecasting System has assimilated the satellite altimetry, sea-surface temperature and
Argo temperature–salinity profiles in analysis fields, it is highly necessary and important
to assess their prediction accuracy. For this reason, we will evaluate the performance of
data assimilation on the sea-surface temperature in terms of the model bias and root-mean-
square error, and then we plan to assess the sea-surface height.

3.1. Analysis-Error Statistics of SST

In this section, to assess the analysis fields of the SST from NMEFC-MOM4, we
compare them with the OSTIA and MGDSST. The SST average differences from March
to July 2013 between NMEFC-MOM4 and these two kinds of observations are shown in
Figure 2.

https://marine.copernicus.eu/
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The analysis SST of NMEFC-MOM4 is, overall, in good agreement with the observa-
tions. The model biases calculated from the two kinds of sea-surface-temperature data have
a similar pattern of spatial distribution. In these regions with intense mesoscale activity and
strong SST gradients, such as the Kuroshio extension, Gulf Stream and several regions in
middle and high latitudes, the analysis SST tends to be overestimated in comparison with
the OSTIA and MGDSS. In addition, the high and low values are alternately distributed in
the West Wind Drift (WWD) region. The analysis SST is basically underestimated in the
tropical regions, particularly over the Tropical Eastern Pacific, which may be due to the
relative strong mixing parameterization of the dynamical process. The air–sea interaction
is active, and the thermocline structure is sensitive to wind forcing in this region [38].
McClean et al. [39] and Delworth et al. [40] revealed that a higher-resolution ocean model
can improve the SST bias in the equatorial and Eastern Pacific. The global model bias
between the analysis SST and OSTIA (about −0.085 ◦C) is much closer to zero than that
obtained from the MGDSST datasets (about −0.225 ◦C).

Next, we analyze the spatial distribution of the RMSE for the analysis SST relative to
the OSTIA and MGDSST (Figure 3). The overall spatial average RMSE values calculated
from the OSTIA and MGDSST are 0.523 and 0.548 ◦C, respectively. It should be noted that
higher RMSE values often occur in regions characterized by relatively high SST average
differences. Similarly, the RMSE values are relatively high over the Kuroshio extension
and the region to the north, the Gulf Stream, the WWD and the Tropical Eastern Pacific
region. The higher RMSE values for these regions are due in part to the strong mesoscale
eddies there.
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3.2. Forecasting Error Statistics of SSH

The SSH is shown to be an important indicator of the upper ocean and is sensitive to the
seawater density fluctuations [41]; thus, we shift the focus of analysis from the SST to SSH
forecasting. The observations from the AVISO SSH are adopted to provide a reference to
assess the performance of the dynamic characteristics in the upper ocean of NMEFC-MOM4.
The monthly average difference in the SSH is carried out by subtracting observations from
NMEFC-MOM4. Since the SSH difference has a similar spatial distribution from August to
November 2013, Figure 4a shows the average SSH difference in August as a representative
distribution. The SSH of NMEFC-MOM4 is well represented at the middle and low latitudes
of the ocean where there are small negative values of model bias. Additionally, the positive
values are basically located in the Kuroshio extension, the Gulf Stream and the region to the
north of the Gulf Stream. It is clear that the positive and negative values are alternatively
distributed in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) region of the Southern Ocean.

We then calculate the standard deviation (STD) differences between the forecasting
SSH from NMEFC-MOM4 and AVISO (Figure 4b). The positive STD differences are in
the ACC region, which indicates that the SSH variability of NMEFC-MOM4 is stronger
than that of the observation. There are mainly negative differences in most other regions,
especially in the Kuroshio extension and Gulf Stream.
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3.3. Forecasting Error Statistics of Temperature–Salinity Profiles

The temperature and salinity forecasting profiles are evaluated with GTS buoy ob-
servation datasets (Table 1). Six station locations from GTS FM18 and FM64 are selected
with the corresponding observation data. The longitudes and latitudes of the GTS buoy
locations are shown in Table 1. Our NMEFC-MOM4 24 h forecasting error statistics of
the temperature profiles against the FM18 buoys are presented in Figure 5. Overall, the
NMEFC-MOM4 24 h forecasting of the temperature vertical distribution is represented
well compared to that of the GTS FM18 buoys observation. We also noticed a limitation of
the forecasting temperature profile, characterized by the relatively shallower thermocline
depth in comparison with the FM18 buoys observation. Regarding the salinity profiles’
evaluation, a comparative analysis against the FM 64 buoys’ observations is conducted to
assess the performance of the NMEFC-MOM4 24 h forecasting products (Figure 6). The
figure clearly shows that the salinity profiles forecasting from NMEFC-MOM4 correspond
well with those of the GTS observation, except with a weaker cold bias between the depths
of 100 and 200 m (about 0.2 PSU) at buoy station 2901494.
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Table 1. Longitudes and latitudes of the GTS buoys.

GTS Station Number Longitude (◦E) Latitude (◦N)

FM18

52083 156.027 7.965

52084 155.967 5.02

52085 156.037 0.003

52088 155.956 −2.019

FM64
3900783 219.757 −0.153

2901494 126.229 21.505

4. Conclusions

In this study, we built a global-ocean-data-assimilation system based on the 3DVAR
method and evaluated the assimilation effect for global-ocean analysis and forecasting
products by comparing our results with those obtained with the OSTIA, MGDSST, AVISO
and GTS buoys’ observation datasets. The results of the comparative analysis are encour-
aging since they show that the 3DVAR assimilation method can effectively improve the
simulation and forecasting performance by providing a better initial condition. Overall,
the analysis SST of NMEFC-MOM4 agrees well with the OSTIA and MGDSST, with a
respective averaged RMSE of 0.523 and 0.548 ◦C. The forecasting SSH of NMEFC-MOM4 is
well represented at the middle and low latitudes, with a relatively large bias in the strong
mesoscale eddies regions. As for the forecasting evaluation of the NMEFC-MOM4 T/S
profiles, it has a good capability to capture the vertical distribution of temperature profiles
when compared to that of the GTS buoys’ observation. The salinity profiles forecasting
from NMEFC-MOM4 correspond well with the GTS observation, except with a weaker
cold bias between the depths of 100 and 200 m (about 0.2 PSU) at buoy station 2901494.

In summary, the 3DVAR assimilation method significantly improved the forecasting
skill of operational oceanography. It should be noted that there was some limited improve-
ment for the global-ocean surface environment in these regions with intense mesoscale
activity and for temperature–salinity profiles in thermocline depths. Naturally, many con-
tinued efforts, such as increasing the model resolution, are continuously needed to improve
the assimilation scheme and forecasting skills.
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